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  I am an extremely high functioning autistic. I always have been. The way I have found to progress, excel 
and communicate is through my art. I have adapted well enough that no one really ever notices my 
“differences” until they get to know me or see my art.  Some of the symptoms of my autism are Mechanical 
Savant Syndrome and Synesthesia. These conditions allow me to see in some unique ways, unique 
because I see things like mechanical systems so fluidly.  I see them like ingredients in a cake. I just have to 
add a bit of this or that to make a machine do or be whatever I want it to do or be. I also have a limitless 
memory when it comes to certain types of problem solving, mostly mechanical processes. When a certain 
type of problem arises thoughts in my mind go off like huge strings of firework like patterns.  I can fold, bend 
and put machines together in my mind anyway I want to.  I am strangely drawn to the geometry, math and 
mechanical systems and processes surrounding them.  All my sculptural work is based on it.  It’s hard to 
explain, I just “see” ways to solve complex problems. My mind allows me to “estimate” sizes and the 
methods and ways I need to progress to put my machines together.  My methods and processes are just 
different than the traditional ways that are commonly taught. My creations are reflections of those 
differences and so are reflections of myself.   
     I have learned in art—and in life—there are always limitless ways to meet and solve problems and 
challenges. I am obsessively drawn to problem solving associated with a certain ways of thinking. It’s not 
something I “like or don’t like to do”. I almost don’t have a choice. I problem solve from the minute I wake to 
the minute I fall asleep. My mind just attacks everything it sees and pulls it apart, puts it back together and 
adopts what it learns and applies that to whatever comes next. For the past twenty years I have been 
solving problems I make up for myself. My works are essentially answers to technical questions I ask myself 
such as “If you stand dominoes up in a circle and knock the first one down they all fall down, how can I get 
them to fall down and stand back up over and over by themselves”? As soon as the question is asked I 
immediately see an unending stream of “schematics” in my mind.  They unfold like giant three dimensional 
mechanical origami patterned pages. I take all the best parts and make one out of the many.  
     When I create, when I sculpt, I feel like I am speaking a language spoken by every mechanical process living or 
otherwise artificial. Connecting with it is extremely important and fulfilling to me. By creating three-dimensional 
kinetic sculptures, models of how my mind reengineers and processes such challenges I gain insights into what's 
going on in my own head in relation to the world around me. It’s an attempt to connect with the world and at the 
same time better understand how my own mind works and acts when faced with certain dilemmas. By working 
through these problems in this and other ways just like it, I connect myself to the world outside and communicate 
my ideas, emotions and thoughts regarding it. I may be different but when my machines work I know I’m not 
broken. 


